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Language plays a vital role in our society. The process
of becoming articulate and literate is central to man's at¬
tainment of full human dignity. His ability to communicate in¬
formation, feelings, and values distinguishes him as human.
Success in life is dependent upon his ability to conduct his
personal affairs with other people, to share in the life of the
community and the experiences of others as well as his contem¬
poraries. In short, everything that he does is dependent upon
his ability to read, write, and speak well his native lan¬
guage . ^
The elementary school performs no more important task
than that of helping children use language effectively.
Everhart has expressed himself in the following manner regard¬
ing language I
One primary purpose of the school is to give children
a chance to acquire skill in using the symbolism inherent
^The National Council of Teachers of English, The




in speaking, reading, writing, and hearing. If our cul¬
tural heritage is to be perpetuated, children must be able
to use and respond positively to symbols. Moreover, ade¬
quate formulation, evaluation and expression of symbols,
are essential for social adjustment.^
Language is much more than mere words — it is a tool
of communication. Its purpose is to improve, clarify, and in¬
crease communications. It makes possible the expression of
thoughts, ideas, and feelings by one person, through speaking
or writing, and the reception of those thoughts, ideas, and
feelings by another through reading or listening. Like read¬
ing, handwriting, or other skills, the techniques for adequate
use form an extremely important body of knowledge which each
individual must master in order to meet all types of school
and life situations. An effective use of language promotes
emotional stability, mental health and self concepts. The
skills in communication form the bases for all futiire learn¬
ing, and academic success is impossible for those who have not
2
acquired reasonable facility in the language arts.
The teacher is challenged today with the problem of in¬
itiating and developing the most desirable procedure toward
^Rodney W. Everhart, "Teaching Language in the Elemen¬
tary Schools," The Elementary School Journal. Vol. 59 (March,
1959), 336.
2
Harold G. Shane, et al.. Improving Language Arts
Instruction in the Elementary School (Ohio: Charles E. Merrill
Books, Inc., 1962), pp. 9-15.
3
achieving more effective results in oral and written expres¬
sion. To meet this challenge requires a wider knowledge of
children, the way they grow, their interests, their personal¬
ity, and the way they learn. It requires a broader knowledge
of subject matter and a thorough evaluation of textbooks to be
used. "The selection of textbooks should be guided by care¬
fully formulated statements setting forth the factors of
quality expected of the texts.It should be the goal of all
teachers to create a classroom environment rich in experiences
2which will contribute to effective communication.
Evolution of the Problem
This problem grew out of the writer's serving on a com¬
mittee for the selection of English textbooks. The group was
made up of seventh grade teachers and had several books to ap>-
praise according to certain criteria. As chairman of the
group, it was somewhat disturbing to note the many discrepan¬
cies in purpose for selection within the committee, who at the
same time, exhibited a lack of a thorough knowledge of cri¬
teria for selection of English textbooks. Selections were
^arry A. Greene and Walter T. Petty, Developing Lan¬
guage Skills in the Elementary School (Boston; Allyn and
Bacon, Inc., 1959), p. 30.
2
Atlanta Public Schools, Curriculum Guide for Elementary-
Language Arts, p, 3.
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based primarily on grammar, personal opinion and/or prefeience.
Teachers should have some criteria for the selection of
textbooks to be used in the teaching of English. They should
be concerned with more than one segment of language learning.
The writer, a seventh grade teacher, is interested in
helping children learn to become as efficient as possible in
the use of the English language. From the writer's desire to
assist in the rectification of the difficulties, this problem
evolved.
Contribution to Educational Research
This thesis contains valuable information for principals,
teachers and other professional school personnel who are con¬
cerned with selecting seventh grade English textbooks. The
findings in this study might also be used as a sound basis for
selecting English textbooks to meet the needs of children
living in sections other than the present one.
Statement of the Problem
The problem involved in this study was to analyze, ac¬
cording to certain criteria, some selected textbooks for the
teaching of the English language at the seventh grade level
and to determine the extent to which these books emphasize
basic language skills and activities considered fvindamental to
effective communication.
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Statement of the Purpose
The purpose of the study was to achieve the following
ends:
1. Describe the selected texts in terms of physical
characteristics, major skills emphasized, and types
of suggested activities.
2. Identify the extent to which the selected texts
provide for sequential development of the major
skills.
3. Determine the extent to which the skills and ac¬
tivities provide a wealth of opportiinity for expres¬
sion of childrens' interests and experiences.
4. Determine the extent to which the skills and activ¬
ities meet the needs and interests of seventh grade
pupils.
5. Analyze and compare these findings in terms of
certain criteria.
Definition of Terms
The significant terms used in this study are defined as
follows I
1. "Content analysis" - This term refers to a research
technique for the objective, systematic, and quanti¬
tative description of the manifest content of com¬
munication.^
2. "Language skills" - This term refers to those basic
techniques which are fundamental to the development
of oral and written language.
3. "Activities" - This term refers to learning situations
1
Bernard Berelson, Content Analysis in Communication
Research (Illinois: The Free Press Publishers, 1952), p. 18.
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which are used to motivate, develop and extend the
language skills.
Limitations of the Study
This study was limited to a selection of 13 textbooks
approved by the State of Georgia for the seventh grade.
Locale and Period of the Study
The central locale of this study was in the setting of
the Trevor Arnett Library, Atlanta University, the Public
Library in the City of Atlanta, and the home of the writer,
Atlanta, Georgia.
The tasks involved in the collecting, assembling, treat*-
ment of the data, and the writing of the research report were
perfoimed during the school year 1965-66,
Description of Materials
Data for this research were gathered from the following
selected sources.
1. Textbooks of a professional nature.
2. Articles, magazines and periodicals.
3. Textbooks, charts and pamphlets from educational
publishing agencies,
4. Curriculum guides.




The Descriptive-Survey Method of research, employing
the specific technique of content analysis of the selected
textbooks, was used to gather the necessary data required to
fulfill the purpose of the research.
Method of Procedure
The procedural steps used in conducting this study were
as follows:
1. The pertinent literature related to the study was
surveyed and presented in a summarized form.
2. A set of criteria for selecting the English textbooks
was formulated from authoritative sources.
3. Written requests were made to publishing companies to
secure copies of the books to be analyzed.
4. A description was made of the physical characteristics
of the textbooks, including format, legibility, and
special appeal of certain external features.
5. A description was made of the content of the textbooks
with emphasis on organization, scope and variety of
soibjects.
6. The data were organized and are presented in this
thesis copy.
7. Conclusions, implications, and recommendations were
made which would be helpful to teachers in the
elementary school for selecting textbooks.
Survey of Related Literature
The literature pertinent to this study was reviewed and
organized for this presentation. Two aspects were of major
8
concerm (1) The technique of content analysis, and (2) Lan¬
guage learning.
The technique of content analysis.--Literature in the
area of content analysis is quite limited in many areas. How¬
ever, ''content analysis techniques have been applied more and
more in recent years. In fact, the output has increased
sharply in every five-year interval over the past thirty
years,according to Berelson.
Berelson states further that, "content analysis was first
used by students of journalism (and later by sociologists) to
2
study the content of American newspapers." Also, during this
period, "content analysis studies were done in the field of
literature, with the analysis of various stylistic features in
3
English poetry and prose."
In the Atlanta University Center, numerous studies have
been conducted using the technique of content analysis.
Jacobs made an analytical and comparative study of the
range, variety, and quality of the subjects treated, and format
of three educational journals. Through the utilization of the
content analysis technique, the researcher was able to gather




and analyze data in tJae following areas; (1) format and typo¬
graphy, (2) regular features, (3) special features, and (4)
topical content of the 48 subjects listed.^
Haynes set out to determine the extent to which fifth
grade social studies textbooks emphasized concepts which were
basic to the American way of life. She designed a question¬
naire-checklist composed of the concepts and rated them ac¬
cording to their degree of emphasis. Through the use of the
content analysis technique, she was able to determine the de¬
gree of emphasis placed on the concepts in the 21 social
2
studies textbooks.
Hwokorie studied the treatment of Africa and the African
in Georgia piiblic school textbooks. He was able to obtain
valuable information on the manner which authors and pub-
3
lishers treat the African and his country.
In making a study to determine the extent to which edu¬
cational administration textbooks emphasize concepts and
Margaret A. Jacobs, "A Content Analysis of Three Edu¬
cational Journals" (unpxiblished master's thesis. School of
Education, Atlanta University, 1962), p. 6.
2 ~
Maurice Haynes, "A Content Analysis of Eifth Grade
Social Studies Textbooks" (unpublished master's thesis. School
of Education, Atlanta University, 1963).
3
Sunday I. Nwokorie, "Treatment of Africa and the
Africans in Georgia Public School Textbooks" (unpublished
master's thesis. School of Education, Atlanta University,
1962).
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theories basic to the training of specialized educational
administrators, Harris concluded that most of the selected
textbooks treated the same areas, and there appeared to be an
agreement on the crucial ones. The concepts, principles and
theories found in the textbooks provided a wide latitude of
opportunity for the training of administrators.^
Berelson gives this additional information about content
analysis;
The uses of content analysis are ordered under major
headings which progressively refer to the characteristic
of communication content, the causes of content, and the
consequences of content. . . .
In the first major section, there are ten specific ap¬
plications to determine the characteristics of the content
itself. In these cases the primary concern of the analyst
is to describe the content. . . . These ten uses can be
subdivided into two groups of seven which focus upon the
s^±)stance of the content and three which focus upon the
form. In the second group, the primary concern is with
the referents of the symbols. . . .













Jimmie Edward Harris, "Content Analysis of Ten Educa¬
tional Administration Textbooks" (unpublished master's thesis.











Attention Attitudinal and behavioral
responses^
Language learning.--The home and the commxinity are domi¬
nant factors in the pupil'"s level of language usage. The
teacher who is confronted with varying levels of usage within
a group has many perplexing problems to solve toward any im¬
provement of the language usage of that group. The major ob¬
jective in considering such problems is to use a positive ap¬
proach that best eradicates the undesirable usage. This ap¬
proach favors teaching the "Do" and not the "Don't" in correct
usage. Neither the elimination of a few errors or having some
knowledge of correct habits and the providing of lessons de¬
signed for correct and appropriate esqpressions serve as the
best media for developing preferred patterns of language usage.^
^Bernard Berelson, cit., p. 27.
2
Mildred A. Dawson and Frieda Hayes Dingee, Children
Learn the Language Arts (Minnesotai Burgess Publishing Co.,
1959), p. no.
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Readiness for language is just as significant as readi¬
ness for reading. If children are to speak effectively, they
must have something to talk about. If they are to write
creatively, they must have experiences which motivate creative
expression. The classroom teacher must seek to build readi¬
ness through first hand experiences. Direct experiences aid
in the mastery of language skills and in dealing with problems
in communication.^
Dawson states that one should consider two factors as
basic in the elementary school language program. !Ihey are the
ideas that the children wish to express, and the techniques
2
and skills that facilitate expression of these ideas.
Greene and Petty state that langtiage is more than a
matter of rules. Individuals learn to speak clearly and ac¬
ceptably by having much experience in speaking, !Zhey learn
to write, not by analyzing and diagramming sentences, but by
writing them and rewriting them. A true learning experience
requires that the activity be purposeful and the skills nec¬
essary to produce correct usage be employed in meaningful
2
situations.
^Shane and others, cit., pp. 81-83.
2
Mildred A. Dawson and Marion Zollinger, Guiding Lan¬
guage Learning (New Yorks World Book Company, 1957), p. 50.
3Greene and Petty, ^op. cit.. p. 332.
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Strickland says that elementary school children need to
be free of inhibitions to the extent that they will express
themselves with ease and confidence.^
The teacher has the responsibility of improving the
child's ability to use language in all phases of learning. Her
chief concern should be to provide enriching, enlightening
experiences about which the child will have purposeful occa¬
sions to talk and to write. A wealth of ideas and an oppor-
2
tunity to express them are basic to the language program.
Summary of Related Literature
The review of related literature made distinct contri¬
butions to this study. The findings are summarized as follows:
1. The technique of content analysis has grown very
rapidly in recent years.
2. Content analysis applies mostly to the characteristics
of content, form, producers of content, audience of
content and effect of content,
3. The home, school and community are dominant factors
in the pupil's level of language usage.
4. Direct experiences aid in the mastery of language
skills and in dealing with problems in communication.
5. Language is much more than mere rules.
^Huth G, Strickland, The Language Arts in the Elemen¬
tary School (Boston: D. C. Heath and Company, 1957), p. 11.
2
Commission of the English Cuxriculum of the National
CoTincil of Teachers of English, Language Arts for Today's
Children (New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1954), p, 386.
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6. A major responsibility of tiie classroom teacher is to
provide enriching and enlightening experiences which
will enable the child to speak and to write.
Summary of Selected Criteria
The selected criteria used in evaluating the 13 English
textbooks are summarized in the statements to follow.1.The physical characteristics of the textbooks should
include suitability in size, adequate margins, at¬
tractive covers, title and decoration, durable bind¬
ings, color and quality of paper designed for ease in
reading, and the size of print and other typographical
appearances sufficiently adequate for the age and
grade level of the child.^2.The illustrations used in the textbooks should appeal
to the interest of children and be appropriate to the
text.^
3. The style of presentation of materials must be suit¬
able with respect to vocabulary, sentence structure,
paragraph length and interest level.^
4. The subject matter used should provide strong motiva¬
tion, meet the needs, interests and abilities of the
child and be acceptable in the light of current edu¬
cational views. ^
5. Sections which place considerable emphasis on a sys¬
tematic program in the four phases of language --
listening, speaking, reading, and writing -- with the
^Malcolm E. Melliott, "Titfhat to Look for in Choosing a




John A. Clement, Manual for Analyzing and Selecting
Textbooks (Illinoisi The Garrard Press, 1942), pp, 34-40.
^Ibid., pp. 40-45.
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sJcills necessary for each phase developed sequentially
and effectively, should be included in the texts.1
6. Sections devoted to adequate practice and drill ma¬
terials designed to further develop and extend lan¬
guage skills should be provided.2
7. Ihe organization of the units and chapters should
focus on variety and real-life experiences.3
8. Bibliographies and other reference materials suited
for children should receive adequate emphasis."^
9. Supplementary materials for the superior learner as
well as for the less able one should be provided.3
^Greene and Petty, cit., pp. 381-383.
2
Harry E. Houtz, "Score Sheet for Selecting Textbooks,"
National Elementary Principal. ZXXVI {September, 3P56), 31-34.
^Ibid., 35-37.
B. Edmonson and Others, The Textbook in American Edu¬
cation {Illinois: Public School Publishing Co., 1931),pp. 142-148,
^Ibid.. pp, 148-149.
CHAPTER II
PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA
ORGANIZATION AND TREATMENT OF DATA
Point of Departure
This study was limited to a selection of 13 textbooks.
The texts were selected from the State approved list of text¬
books adopted by the Georgia State Board of Education.
To fulfill the purposes of the projected content analy¬
sis, the books were examined and analyzed in terms of:
a. physical characteristics
b. major skills emphasized
c. types of suggested activities
d. the extent to which the selected texts provided
for sequential development of the major skills
e. the extent to which the skills and activities
provide opportunities for expression of chil¬
dren's interests and experiences
f. the extent to which the skills and activities met
the needs and interests of seventh grade pupils
The findings were analyzed in terms of certain criteria
The 13 textbooks are listed below.
The 13 Source Textbooks
The 13 textbooks used in the development of the content
analysis are listed below. See Appendix A,for the names of





Adventures in English David S. Burleson
Christine Burleson









English is Our Language Edna L. Sterling
Mable F. Rice
English Your Language Josephine B. Wolfe
Adele J. Wright
Nicholas McDonald
Enjoying English Don M. Wolfe
Lela T. Hamilton








Our English Language Matilda Bailey
Lolla Walker














Words and Ideas Thomas C. Pollock
Robert ¥, Rounds
Procedure Utilized in Treatment of Data
The score card used in this study was constructed with
items pertaining to general and specific features deemed most
important in the opinions of authorities and/or accepted
criteria in the area of textbook selection. In addition, the
score card was designed to identify the degree of emphasis
placed upon these features as was fotind in the textbooks used
as material for this research. The score card was divided
into two parts, and directions preceded each of these sections.
In Part I an "X" was placed in the column opposite each of the
items in order to indicate the presence or absence of a given
feature within the English textbooks. The check was placed in
the column designated "Yes" if the featuxe was obviously present.
A check was placed in the column *'No*' if there was no clear
evidence of the feature. In Part II each item was rated on a
scale from "3'*’ to ^'0," with "Z" representing the highest rank.
The relative quality of special features was indicated accord¬
ing to this code:
"3" means "At an excellent level"
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"1" means "To a satisfactory degree"
"1" means "To a fair degree"
"0" means "At an unsatisfactory level"
A dash. (-) means "No evidence"
Hence, the score card was designed to determine or to indicate
the extent to which each of the features was presented and
given emphasis in each textbook. The complete score card is
set forth in Appendix B.
The qualitative data on the content analysis of the 13
selected English textbooks were organized in a series of 10
basic tables and two illustrations.
Description of the Selected Textbooks
In the section to follow is a general description of
the physical characteristics, major skills emphasized, and
types of suggested activities of each of the 13 selected
seventh grade English textbooks.
Adventures in English (Burleson and Burleson).--This
text emphasized primarily, the study of grammar. The materials
in the book and the methods of presentation were simply stated.
The word "chapter" or "iinit" was omitted in the table of con¬
tent. The word "study" was used along with the page niombers
to identify the content material.
The illustrations, which were placed adjacent to the
principles which they illustrated, were interesting and color¬
ful. The major features of this text werej
20
1. Every ''Study" began on a new page.
2. All rules were in bold face type.
3. Oral and written activities were clearly and
simply stated.
4. A spelling list supplemented the guidance in word
study activities.
5. At the end of the book a summary was provided for
ready reference or review.
English for Meaning (McKee and Others).—This text of¬
fered a flexible organization which could be easily adapted to
any course of study. The table of contents revealed four
major parts with 30 chapters. Each major part will be dis¬
cussed in the paragraphs which follow.
Part one consisted of four chapters. These chapters
stressed the importanae of language study and improvement.
They illustrated the fact that language was essential to the
effective communication of ideas.
Each of the 10 chapters in Part Two offered guide lines,
instructions, discussion and practice in one area of communi¬
cation. Six of the chapters dealt with the six major talking
and writing activities in which research had shown that young
people engage: (1) discussion, (2) making reports, (3) writing
letters, (4) telling stories, (5) giving descriptions, (6)
giving directions and explanations, and (7) giving reviews.
There were 13 chapters in Part Three, "Grammar and
Usage." This section offered a logical progression through
the parts of speech and their use in the simple sentence. It
21
also contained practical exercises in writing effective sen¬
tences and the development of paragraphs.
Part Four was primarily a reference section including
rules and examples on capitalization, punctuation, and spel¬
ling were provided for writing lessons in connection with
either English or other school work.
An eight-page section on the diagramming of simple and
compound sentences followed Part Four. The section, "On Your
Own" was at the end of the book. It was easily located by
colored tabs and served as an effective aid in establishing
independence in the use of the many techniques emphasized
throughout the book. The materials consisted of provocative,
real-life situations which were designed to stdLmnJLate creative
thinking and writing.
There were several illustrative aids within the book,
English for Meaning. Cartoons were used to give special
emphasis either to salient guide lines that were vital in
language job skills or to the more troublesome concepts in
grammar and usage. In various of the language-job lessons,
stimulating drawings were included to help the pupils think of
ezperiences that they might talk or write about. Other visual
aids were used to reinforce the rules and to introduce the
chapters. Color was used to enhance the illustrations through¬
out the book. Guide lines and check lists were set off by
22
tint blocks. Color v/as used to set off definitions, capital
letters and punctuation marks that illustrated rules.
Enclish Grammar and Composition (Warriner and Others).—
This was the beginning book of a series for Junior High School
students. It emphasized those language skills and under¬
standings which were important in the effective use of English
and within the grasp of seventh graders of average ability.
The text contained complete units on grammar, usage, writing,
listening and speaking. There were six major parts. Each
major part will be discussed in the next paragraphs.
Part One dealt with grammar. Instruction began with
establishing the concept of subject and predicate. This was
followed by the parts of speech, the functions of the preposi¬
tional phrase, the subject and the object complements. Dia¬
graming of sentences was included as a visual aid rather than
as an integral part of the teaching.
The four chapters of Part Two attacked the most common
usage problemsi (1) sentence completeness, (2) agreement of
subject and verb, and (3) correct use of verbs, pronouns, and
modifiers.
Part Three covered rules of capitalization and punctua¬
tion which were appropriate to the seventh grade.
Part Four provided many practical exercises for the im¬
provement of skills in listening and speaking. Pupils were
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given practice in careful listening, making social introduc¬
tions, initiating and carrying on a conversation, using the
telephone, and giving directions.
Part Five vas designed to teach, pupils to write better.
Emphasis was placed on the conventions and the amenities of
letter writing. In addition, specific instruction was given
in writing paragraphs,, stories and reports.
The last section. Part Six, was devoted to the efficient
use of the dictionary and other library tools.
Cartoons and photographs were omitted from this text¬
book. The chapter numbers, marginal tabs and rules were
printed in color.
English is Our Language (Sterling and Eice) .—This text
was organized in terms of chapter units. Each of the units
was related to personal experiences and to content fields,
such as social studies, science, literature, art, music, travel
and nature. Throughout each unit, emphasis was placed upon
essential language abilities and skills.
The first phase of the organization of each unit was the
motivating introduction. Various means of motivation were
used, such as, pictures, stories, conversation, and discussion.
A definite attempt was made in the introduction of the unit to
capture the child's interest, to arouse him to ask questions
and make suggestions, and to stimulate him to accept the ixnit
24
emotionally so that the purpose of the unit would be his own.
The nine chapter units were:
1. "Planning and Working Together"
2. "Using the Library"
3. "Sharing Reading Eaperiences"
4. "Gathering and Organizing Facts"
5. "Enjoying Poetry"
6. "Working with Words"
7. "Forming a Clixb"
8. "Telling and Dramatizing Stories"
9. "Reviewing Language Skills"
The following language experiences and activities were
repeatedly used in the various vinitsi
1. Conversing
2. Discussing
3. Working on Committees
4. Planning and Evaluating
5. Writing invitations and friendly letters
6. Giving and listening to other reports
7. Giving and listening to book reports
8. Outlining
9. Enjoying poeios
10. Reading and writing poems
11. Planning and conducting an interview
25
12. Engaging in choral speaking
13. Conducting a club meeting
14. Writing the minutes of a club meeting
15. Writing business letters
16. Writing notices
17. Using the telephone
18. Writing a script for a play
19. Reading and writing stories
20. Dramatizing
21. Making and acknowledging introductions
22. Using the library
Skills were developed through a functional approach.
For example, letter writing was not taught as an isolated lan¬
guage activity but was presented when the child had a definite
purpose for writing a letter.
The attractive and colorful illustrations were coordi¬
nated with the text with such success that it could be assumed
that each reader would find the text easy to read.
English Your Language (Wolfe, Wright and McDonald).—
These features were emphasized in this text.
1. Provisions were made to identify and to meet the
individual differences of each pupil.
2. An informal language testing program was included.
3. With each daily language lesson experiences in listen¬
ing, speaking, reading and writing were provided.
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4. Each, new language skill was presented in a meaning¬
ful situation prior to the development or mastery of
the skill.
5. The vocabulary was based on the Sheldon Vocabulary
List.
6. The independent activity at the conclusion of each
daily language lesson was to be completed by each
student individually.
7. The illustrations were realistic and were related to
the content.
8. The units and daily language lessons were developed
around social situations which met the interests and
needs of seventh grade students.
9. Approximately one half of the book was devoted to
materials that could be used for further reference
and/or drill. It was labeled 'liJore-Help-More
Practice."
These language skills were introduced;
1. Using written and spoken word forms correctly, such
as "who," "whom," "this," "that," "these," "them,"
"those," "bring," "take," "blow," "blew," and "blown."
2. Understanding and using the principal parts of a
verb; present tense, past tense, and past participle.
3. Understanding and using the present perfect tense,
the past perfect tense, the futvire perfect tense and
the future tense.
4. Knowing and using the number of nouns, pronouns, and
verbs.
5. Understanding and using nouns of direct address.
6. Understanding and using modifiers.
7. Understanding and using demonstrative adjectives,
such as "this," "these," "that," and "those."
8. Understanding that a prepositional phrase that
27
modifies a no;m or pronoun is an adjective phrase.9.Understanding that a prepositional phrase that
modifies a verb; an adjective, or an adverb is an
adverbial phrase.
10. Understanding that a noun or pronoun that answers
the question "what?" or "whom?" used after the verb
is a direct object of the verb.
11. Understanding that an indirect object tells or
for whom something is done.
12. Understanding and using transitive and intransitive
verbs.
13. Understanding that using a direct quotation is often
clearer than using an indirect quotation.
14. Varying sentence structure in expressing ideas by
using verbals, such as infinitives, gerunds, and
participles.
15. Understanding the parts of a book; preface, foreword,
appendix, and acknowledgments.
16. Perceiving relationships, such as characters to
circumstances and characters to one another.
17. Using the Readers' Guide.
18. Using the dictionary to locate the part or parts of
speech of a word.
19. Capitalizing periods of time, documents, titles, be¬
fore proper names, and titles of high government
officials.
20. Using a comma to set off words, such as "oh," "well,"
"yes," and "no" at the beginning of sentences.
21. Using commas to set off parenthetical expressions.
22. Making a diagram of a sentence to help in understand¬
ing the function of each part of a sentence,
23. Making a three-point outline.
28
En.loyincT English. (Wolfe and Hamilton) .--This text
treated the program of instruction on children's everyday-
experiences . The beginning sections were experience units in
speaking, listening, and writing. The topics chosen reflect¬
ed the social and emotional life of an average seventh grade
child. The general plan of the book will follow in the next
paragraphs.
Part One I The Experience Units
In the development of each experience unit, reading,
speaking, listening, and writing were interwoven in a natural
sequence. Extended activities followed most writing assign¬
ments. These activities included informal discussions, panel
discussions, group meetings, dramati2iation, cl\xbs, social and
vocational guidance and correlations with other school subjects.
Part Two I Language Activities Units
This section consisted of six units. It covered prob¬
lems of pronunciation and improving voice qualities, social
letters, business letters, the use of the dictionary, the use
of the library, and parliamentary procedure. The lessons pro¬
vided drills and activities to help the pupils improve their
skills in everyday language activities.
Part Threes Good Usage Units
There were five units in this section. They covered the
development of sentence sense, common errors in word usage.
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the correct use of plural and possessive forms, problems in
spelling, and the correct use of capital letters.
Part Four I Grammar Units
The 11 units in this section were based on functional
grammar. This included: (1) types of simple sentences; (2)
functions of nouns, pronouns, and verbs in a sentence; (3)
the use of adjectives and adverbs; (4) the function of prep¬
ositions and the use of prepositional phrases to add vitality
to a sentence; (5) agreement of verb and subjects; (6) verb
tenses and forms; (7) transitive and intransitive verbs; (8)
the correct use of pronouns; and (9) punctuation. At the end
of each of the grammar and good usage units was a section
called "C3:ieck-up Time." These were "Mastery Tests" which gave
the pupil a chance to check up on his own errors and to review
material covered in previous units.
Color was used extensively throughout the text. As a
significant aid to both teacher and pupil, the authors con¬
solidated language skills in 28 numbered boxes. These boxes
were set off in color. Interesting cartoons were used in the
grammar and usage sections to reinforce teaching and learning.
Language for Daily Use (Foley and Others).--This text
emphasized 13 units for the development of effective communi¬
cation. These units dealt with grammar and technical skills,
as well as personal and creative language activities. New
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topics were developed in various ways within the units. Care¬
fully worded explanations were given and at appropriate points,
illustrative models were presented for study and analysis.
Selected poems and excerpts from good prose writing were used
to show effective use of certain language techniques as well
as to encourage appreciation of good literature. Each unit
closed with a series of tests called "Testing for Mastery,"
which were keyed to the next section called "Jor Review and
Practice."
The vocabulary and sentence structure employed in this
text were well within the level of reading ability for the
average seventh grade child. The pages were uncrowded. Models
and rules were distinguished by some typographic device. New
terms were italicized. To facilitate ease in finding chapters,
red bar lines were placed on the introductory page of the
text.
Mastering Your Language (McKee and Others).--In this
text, the authors attempted to achieve these goalsi
1. To provide pupils with English materials that would
appeal to them obviously and immediately.
2. To make it apparent to pupils that a study of English
had an obvious and practical value,
3. To adhere to a definite pattern of teaching and
learning.
This book was divided into units. Within each unit a
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definite pattern of procedure was carried out. Each unit be¬
gan with a two-page lesson. Each unit began with a section
entitled "To Read and Think Over." These lessons provided op¬
portunities for pupils to participate in some of the group
delights of language. These lessons contained specific sug¬
gestions and activities which were completed in two pages.
At the end of each unit, ample review material was provided.
A special section, located at the end of the book, presented
additional practice and review work.
Colorful, realistic illustrations were used in the in¬
troduction and presentation of each unit. The rules and de¬
finitions were written in bold, large, print. These learning
situations were presented in a single column on the page.
A unique feature of this text was the inside front and
back of the cover page. Enclosed in a red border were some
important rules for each unit with specific emphasis on
chapters within the unit. The front inside cover contained
rules for writing and proofreading.
Our English Language (Bailey and.Walker) .—If language
work is to have reality to seventh grade pupils, it must be
a practical tool that can be applied to their needs and in¬
terests. In this text, the language work was based on the
pupils' needs and interests. The vocabulary used was based
on the vocabulary known to the average child through his
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reading program in grades 1 through. 6. It appeared that great
care was taken in the choice of concepts and in the wording of
rules, explanations, and directions. Each skill was intro¬
duced in real-life situations, not in isolation.
Individual differences were recognized and provided for
in a number of different ways. They were the followings (1) a
variety of assignments were provided; (2) at the end of each
chapter there was a test section called "Time for Review"; with
each of the tests keyed to initial development so that if a
child needed to do remedial work he knew where to find it; and
(3) on the last page of each chapter was a section called
"Other Interesting Things." This section contained a variety
of suggestions for individual or group work. At the end of
Chapter I, the section, "How Much Do You Remember?", gave each
child an opportiinity to diagnose his own status in language
learnings.
Social needs were emphasized and ex;tended. The first
chapter of the test dealt specifically with the problem. Con¬
versing pleasantly, making introductions, talking over the
telephone, listening courteously, knowing and doing the right
thing were discussed.
In order to encourage the pupils to develop a genuine
interest in good reading, the authors provided bibliographies
and many references to reading. Scattered throughout the text
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were numerous poems to stimulate an enjoyment of poetry.
There was also the chapter, "Poems ¥e Like," which included
poems, plus some of the ways by which an intelligent apprecia¬
tion of poetry could be acquired.
The last section of the text was entitled "Year-round
Helps." This section presented an over-all picture of the
major concepts in the book. Rules, definitions and exercises
were included- The "Year-Round Helps" were designed to serve
various purposes. If a child wanted to refer to that section
at various times, he would find quick help. It could also be
used as an end-of-year review for remedial work, testing, and
if the need occvirred, for extra exercises-
A gay, happy mood permeated this book. The cover de¬
picted a smiling youngster fishing. The pictures appeared to
have been planned to add to the joy of learning. Many of the
illustrations were teaching situations, to which reference was
made in connection with ideas for reports, stories and the
like. Cartoons were used to illustrate the rules and regula¬
tions .
The Macmillan English Series (Bollock and Rounds).--The
organization of this text provided for sequential teaching and
learning. It was devoted to increasing the pupils' competence
in language skills. The major features of this text follow in
the next paragraphs.
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Emphasis was given each of the major areas of communica¬
tion; writing, reading, speaking and listening. Comprehensive
sections of the text were devoted to the essential skills in
each of these areas. These sections were followed by an en¬
tire section consolidating the fundamentals of grammar. Each
major section was made up of chapters and lesson parts. Every
chapter took up one skill or an important application of one
skill.
Daily practice exercises on key concepts were included
in every lesson. Maintenance lessons on correct usage were in¬
cluded in all chapters.
Different tests were supplied on every fundamental skill
to insure correct diagnosis of strengths and weaknesses plus
accurate measurement of progress. These testing materials
were located at the conclusion of every chapter on skills.
The writing program was built on instruction and practice
in vocabulary development, sentences, and paragraphs. These
elements were used throughout the text in many different types
of writing. Creative writing projects were included in every
chapter.
A variety of color was used in this text. It was used
to designate chapters and major sections. Varied colors were
used to designate the introduction to each chapter. The
"Mastery Tests" section, a special feature at the end of each
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chapter on skills, was identified by the use of color.
Ihe New Building- Better English (Greene and,Others).—
Each of the large areas of communication, speaking, listening,
reading and writing, was treated in this text. The table of
contents revealed three main sections with numerous chapter
headings.
The opening chapters in Section One comprised a survey
of the history, composition, development and application of
the English language.
Section Two and Three dealt primarily with building
good listening habits and grammar.
Some main features of the book werej (1) the testing
program in grammar, capitalization and punctuation; (2) the
drill program; (3) the maintenance program; (4) the spelling
program; (5) activity materials; (6) motivating devices;
(7) provisions for individual differences; (8) diagramming of
sentences; and (9) vocabulary enrichment activities.
The color red was predominant throughout this text. Red
bars set off guides and riiles. Red dots preceded definitions
and explanations. Red asterisks called attention to important
footnotes. Red underscoring emphasized important ideas and
red squares set off correlation activities. The book cover
featured a series of colorful illustrations depicting some
aspect in the large area of communication.
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Using Good English (Shane et al.),--Ihis booh was organ¬
ized into two general areas. The first area presented the
study of the sentence, grammar and usage, capitalization,
spelling and punctuation. The second area, composition and
communication, emphasized listening, speaking, reading, and
writing. In addition the book contained a "Handbook'' that
summarized the language learnings developed in the text.
The first 10 units of the text, characterized by the
pages on which red was the predominating color, contained the
grammar and usage concepts that pupils at this level should
master.
The last eight \mits, characterized by the pages on
which blue was the predominating color, provided experiences
in composition and the other areas of communication -- listen¬
ing, speaking, and reading.
Abundant writing opportunities were presented throughout
the text, and particular emphasis was placed on creative
writing. Personal forms such as the letter, and brief literary
forms, such as the anecdote were included in the writing ex¬
periences .
The last section of the text, the "Handbook," was print¬
ed on blue tinted pages to make it readily found. The lan¬
guage learnings developed throughout the text were siunmarized
in this section.
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Words and Ideas (Pollock and Hounds) .— Two devices were
employed to emphasize the skills program and to make it easier
to teach in this text. First, the skills of grammar usage
and mechanics were presented in separate chapters. All of
the material on a particular skill was found in one place.
Second, the review program helped to keep alive the skills
presented. In general, related material appeared all together
in one place. The one exception was verb usage. Practice in
choosing the correct forms of irregular verbs appeared in each
chapter of the book.
The lessons were planned and presented in a sequential
order. There were 22 chapters and an Appendix on spelling.
The chapter headings werei
1. ^Sentences"'
2. ''Conversation and Making Friends"
3. 'n/'erbs"
4. "Social Letters"
5. "Using Nouns and Pronouns"
6. "How to Organize a Club"
7. "More About Verb Usage"
8. "Using Language Effectively"
9. "Correct Use of Adjectives and Adverbs"
10. "Giving a Talk"
11. "Prepositions and Prepositional Phrases"
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12. "Reading Aloud and Choral Reading"
13. "Conjunctions and Compound Constructions"
14. "Solving Problems by Discussions"
15. "Punctuation and Capitalization"
16. "Writing Business Letters"
17. "Making Good Sentences"
18. "Explaining, Telling, Dramatizing"
19. "Words and the Dictionary"
20. "Getting and Sharing Information"
21. "Paragraphs"
22. "Silent Reading"
Some illustrations were foTind throughout the book. The
colors, however, were predominantly black and white. More
colorful illustrations were used in the introduction and pres¬
entation of new material. The durable binding and cover would
enable an individual to handle the book with ease.
Summary of General Characteristics
of the Selected Textbooks
In order to crystalize the information found on the
general characteristics of the 13 selected seventh grade
English textbooks examined, the following summary is presented
with emphasis on common aspects and special features of the
texts.
With regard to common aspects, the texts were designed
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to meet the needs, interests and abilities of seventh grade
pupils. They were organized in terms of chapter units. Each
of the units was related to personal experiences and to content
fields. Each of the large areas of communication, speaking,
listening, reading, and writing was treated. Oral and written
language skills were developed in a sequential order. Skills
were developed through a functional approach. Variety was
evident in the use of devices and procedures for stimulating
children to take a personal interest in the language activities.
Colorf-ul and attractive illustrations were used as motivating
devices. Other significant physical features weret (1) the
texts were suitable in size; (2) the covers were colorful; (3)
the bindings were durable; (4) the color and quality of the
paper made for ease in reading; and (5) the general typo¬
graphical appearance of the textbooks was "at an excellent
level." The style of presentation and organization of materials
was designed for the grade level. Practice and drill exercises
to further extend and maintain the language skills were in¬
cluded.
With regard to special features, some of the texts rec¬
ognized and provided for individual differences in a number
of different ways. Tests sections were provided at the end of
chapters. These tests were keyed to initial development so
that if a child needed to do remedial work he would know where
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to find the infojnaation. Sections were included containing a
variety of suggestions for individual or group work and siua-
maries of the major concepts, rules and definitions taught in
the book. Bibliographies and other references to good read¬
ing were provided in order to encovurage the pupils to develop
a genuine interest in reading. Creative writing, poems and
ways to stimulate children to enjoy poetry were in evidence.
Social needs of seventh grade pupils were emphasized and ex¬
tended through the various language chapter units.
Physical Characteristics of the Textbooks
Ihe physical features of the English textbooks were
found to be important factors to consider in determining its
selection. Children instinctively select books with bright
and colorful covers. The type of binding used determines the
usability and the length of life of the book. The size of the
text promotes ease of handling. The color, quality, and
finish of the paper stock used greatly enhance the appearance
of the text and should be considered carefully. Colorful and
attractive illustrations scattered throughout the book add to
the interest of the material and serve as an excellent motivat¬
ing device. The general typographical appearance of the text
is a feature of the physical makeup which should be critically
appraised.
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Table 1, page 42, indicates a distribution of ratings
according to the features which relate to the physical char¬
acteristics of the 13 selected, textbooks. This table indicates
all of the features were obviously present in seven of the 13
books. They are as follows: Language for Daily Use, En.loying
English. English is Our Language, The Eew Building Better
English. Words and Ideas. Using Good English, and English for
Meaning. The remaining six showed "no clear evidence" of these
features: (1) Is the cover of the book attractive? (6) Are the
quality and text\ire of the paper good? (7) Is the book easy to
carry, handle, and shelve? (8) Are the pictures, charts, di¬
rections and other guides attractive and well placed? (9) Are
the illustrations well done and suitable to the grade place¬
ment? These five features are described in terms of per cent.
Five of the 13 books revealed "no clear evidence" of an at¬
tractive cover. This indicated 38 per cent of the books did
not show clear evidence of this feature. One book revealed
"no clear evidence" for "ease of handling" of the texts. This
indicated 8 per cent of the books did not show clear evidence
of this feature. "Eo clear evidence" was indicated for at¬
tractiveness and placement of pictures, charts, directions and
other guides in four of the books. This indicated 31 per cent
of the books did not show clear evidence of this feature.
"No clear evidence" was indicated for suitability of
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TRBLE 1
DISTEIBUTION OF Efi-TINGS OF THE ENGLISH TEXTBOOKS ACCORDING
TO PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS AND GENERAL FORMAT
Questions Regarding Physical Charac¬

















1. Is the cover of the book attractive? Yes No Yes No Yes Yes
2. Does the book have a durable binding? Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
3. Are the pages uncrowded and well
designed for ease of teaching? Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
4. Is the print easy to read? Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
5. Is the type size adapted to grade
level? Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
6. Are the quality and texture of the
paper good? Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
7. Is the book easy to carry, handle
and shelve? Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
8. Are the pictures, charts, directions
and other guides attractive and
well placed? Yes Yes No No Yes Yes
9. Are the illustrations well done
and suitable to the grade
placement? Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes
TRBLE 1
Questions Regarding Physical Charac¬




1. Is the coyer of the book attrac¬
tive? Yes
2. Does the book have a durable
binding? Yes
3. Are the pages uncrowded and well
designed for ease of teaching? Yes
4. Is the print easy to read? Yes
5. Is the type size adapted to grade
level? Yes
6. Are the quality and texture of
the paper good? Yes
7. Is the book easy to carry, handle
and shelve? Yes
8. Are the pictures, charts, directions
and other guides attractive and
well placed? Yes
9. Are the illustrations well done






















No Yes Yes No Yes No
Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes
Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
No Yes Yes No Yes Yes
Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes
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illustrations to the grade level in two of the books. This
indicated 15 per cent of the books did not show clear evidence
of this feature.
Table 2 reveals the rank order according to the physical
characteristics of the 13 selected English textbooks. This
TABLE 2
eam: order according to physical characteristics
OF THE 13 SELECTED ENGLISH TEXTBOOKS
Name of the English Textbook Rank Order of Ratings
Language for Daily Use 1
Enjoying English 1
English is Our Language 1
The New Building Better English 1
Words and Ideas 1
Using Good English 1
English for Meaning 1
The Macmillan English Series 2
Our English Language 2
English Your Language 3
Mastering Yotir Language 3




table indicates that seven books ranked highest among the 13
textbooks because all of the physical features were obviously
present. The seven texts are: Language for Dally Use,
En.joying English. English Is Our Language. The New Building
Better English. Words and Ideas, Using Good English, and
English for Meaning. Two books. The Macmillan English Series
and Our English Language, ranked second because "no clear
evidence" was foujid for one of the features. Two books,
English Your Language and Mastering Your Language, ranked
third because "no clear evidence" was found for two of the
features. One book. Adventures in English, ranked fourth be¬
cause "no clear evidence" was found for three of the features.
One book, English Grammar and Composition, ranked fifth be¬
cause "no clear evidence" was found for four of the features.
Major Skills Emphasized
In order for the English textbook to function as a use¬
ful instructional guide, its subject matter must not only be
suited to the interests and abilities of the pupils, but it
must also be acceptable in the light of present day educa¬
tional views. A program which places adequate emphasis on the
development of the fundamental English skills and stresses life
related esperiences is vital if language growth is to be
achieved. Language is largely a personal matter; with each
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person using it to ejspress his own individual thinking. How¬
ever, it is necessary for everyone in a given culture to ob¬
serve certain unifoim ways of speaking and writing in order
to convey his ideas effectively to others of the same cultural
group. Such matters as the use of the correct or acceptable
verb forms, pronouns, or antecedents are important to both
oral and written expression. An individual spends a far
greater amount of time in talking than in writing. Therefore,
the need for a planned oral language program is significant.








8. Special oral language situations
a. Participating courteously in conversation
b. Participating in group and committee planning
c. Giving and evaluating book reports
d. Preparing other reports
e. Reading poems
f. Conducting club meetings
g. Conducting interviews
h. Participating courteously in discussions
i. Telephoning




m. Giving short talks
n. Offering and accepting suggestions politely
o. Making and acknowledging introductions
p. Reading or saying the lines in a script for
a play
q. Meeting and greeting guests courteously
r. Understanding and using four types of sentences:
declarative, interrogative, imperative, and
exclamatory
s. Engaging in simple parliamentary procedure
t. Using correct word forms
u. Using variety in sentence structure
The language used in writing is generally more formal
than that used in speaking. Attention must be given to spell¬
ing, handwriting, punctuation, capitalization, and manuscript
form — skills that naturally do not require emphasis in the
oral program. The skills involved in specific written lan¬
guage situations includes
a. Writing invitations
b. Writing friendly letters
c. Writing outlines
d. Writing the minutes of meetings
e. Writing notices
f. Writing business letters
g. Addressing envelopes
h. Writing thank-you letters
i. Writing letters of acceptance






p. Writing sentences and two or more related
paragraphs about a subject
q. Writing book reports
r. Writing original poems and stories
s. Writing directions, descriptions and scripts forpl^
t. Writing paragraphs and other reports
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Table 3, page 49, presents a distribution of ratings ac¬
cording to major skills emphasized in the 13 selected English
textbooks. This table indicates that the texts rated from
3-0, with "3" representing the highest rating, and "0" rep¬
resenting "at an vinsatisfactory level." Of the 13 books, six
rated "at an excellent level." They are: Language for Dally
Use. Our English Language, Enjoying English. The New Building
Better English, and English for Meaning. English is Our
Language rated "at an excellent level" except for one of the
features. Three of the texts rated "to a satisfactory degree."
English Grammar and Composition rated "to a satisfactory de¬
gree" except for one of the features. One of the texts rated
"to a fair degree," and one rated "at an unsatisfactory level."
Table 3 further indicates the six books rated "at an
excellent level" embraced 46 per cent of the major skills, and
the three books rated "to a satisfactory degree" included 23
per cent of the major skills emphasized. The remaining four
received varying degrees of ratings on the major skills empha¬
sized and could not be indicated in terms of per cents.
Table 4, page 51, gives the rank order according to major
skills emphasized in the 13 English textbooks. This table in¬
dicates that six books ranked highest among the 13 textbooks
because all of the major skills were emphasized "at an excel¬
lent level." The texts are; Language for Daily Use, Our English
TABLE 3
DISTRIBUTION OF RATINGS OF THE ENGLISH TEXTBOOKS





















1. There is adequate empha¬
sis on the fundamental
English skills. 3 2 3 0 3 3




exercises. 3 2 3 0 3 2
3. There is proper balance
between oral and written
language. 3 2 3 0 3 3


























1. There is adequate emphasis
on the fundamental English
skills. 3 1 2 3 2 3 2
2, Skills are developed in
life-related situations
with provisions for pur¬
poseful practice exercises. 3 1 2 3 0 3 2
3. There is proper balance be¬
tween oral and written lan¬
guage. 3 1 2 3 2 3 2
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Lancruacre. Enjoylncr English, The New Building- Better English,
UsincT Good English, and Enq-llsh for Meaning. One book,
Encrlish is Our Language, ranked second because it emphasized
the major skills "to a satisfactory degree." Three Books,
The Macmillan English Series, Words and Ideas, and Mastering
Your Language ranked third because they emphasized the major
TABLE 4
RANK ORDER ACCORDING TO MAJOR SKILLS EMPHASIZED
IN THE 13 SELECTED ENGLISH TEXTBOOKS
Name of the English Textbook Rank Order of Ratings
Language for Daily Use 1
0-ur English Language 1
Enjoying English 1
The New Building Better English 1
Using Good English 1
English for Meaning 1
English Is Our Language 2
The Macmillan English Series 3
Words and Ideas 3
Mastering Your Language 3
English Grammar and Composition 4
English Your Language 5
Adventures In English 6
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skills "to a fair degree." One book, English Graminar and
Composition, ranked fourth because it emphasized the major
skills "to a satisfactory degree" except for one of the fea¬
tures. One book, English Your Language, ranked fifth because
it emphasized the major skills "to a fair degree." One book.
Adventures in English, ranked sixth because it did not empha¬
size the major skills "to a satisfactory degree."
Types of Activities
The value of the subject matter in the English textbook
is determined to a degree by the distribution of emphasis on
t3T3es of activities. The stories, poems, and other literature
should reflect quality and variety. Provisions for measuring
progress should be noted in the oral and written work. Sug¬
gested readiness activities for developing each new topic
would perhaps enable better language growth. A variety of
practice exercises embracing real life situations is essential
for initial presentation and maintenance of drill. Individual
differences may be met through the use of enrichment activities
designed for the superior learner as well as the less able one.
Types of activities that stimulate children to speak




a. Conversations and discussions
b. Messages, announcements, and reports
c. Plans and evaluations
d. Dramatic activities
e. Performance of social amenities
f. Cboral speech.
g. Informal telling of Jokes and riddlesh.. Assembly talks
i. Club meetings
j. Listening to broadcasts or telecasts
2. Written Communication
a. Letters and notes
b. Diaries, reports, and records
c. Experience stories
d. Imaginative writing
e. Reviews and siimmaries
f. Bibliographies
g. Charts and posters
h« Notes, memoranda and outlines
i. Labels, titles, and signs
j. Annotineements, notices, and advertisements
k. Directions and explanations
l. Filling in forms
Table 5, page 54, indicates the distribution of ratings
according to types of activities found in the 13 selected
English tex:tbooks. This table shows that the texts rated from
"3" to a dash {-), with '*'3"' representing the highest rating,
and a dash (-) representing "no evidence." Of the 13 books,
five rated "at an excellent level." They are; The New Build~
ing Better English, English for Meaning, Language for Daily
Use, Using Good English, and Enjoying English. Six of the
books contained the features but in varying degrees. Words
and Ideas rated "to a satisfactory degree" in eight of the
types of activities and "at an excellent level" in three of
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TABLE 5
DISTKIBUTION OF RATINGS OF THE ENGLISH TEXTBOOKS
ACCORDING TO TYPES OF ACTIVITIES
Types of Activities as Out¬
















1. The stories, poems, and children's
literature are appropriate in
quality and variety. 3 0 3 0 3 2
2. There are provisions for measuring
progress in oral and written lan¬
guage. 3 1 3 1 3 3
3. Sections are provided for develop¬
ing readiness for each new topic. 3 3 2 0 3 2
4. The development of new content ma¬
terial is easy to follow by pupils
and teachers. 3 2 3 0 3 2
5. Drill is distributed to insure
maintenance of skills. 3 2 3 0 3 2
6. Sufficient practice is provided for
initial mastery of new processes or
ujiderstandings. 3 2 2 0 3 2
7. The practice exercises embrace real
life experiences. 3 2 2 1 3 2
8. There is sufficient variety to in¬
sure interests. 3 2 2 0 3 2
9. The format of these sections provides
motivation. 3 2 2 0 3 2
10. Supplementary enrichment material
is provided for rapid learners. 3 2 3 3 2
11. Remedial instructional materials
are provided. 3 2 3 0 3 2
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TABLE 5 “ Continued
Types of Activities as Out¬






















1. The stories, poems and children's
literature are appropriate in
quality and variety. 3 1 2 3 0 3 2
2. There are provisions for measur¬
ing progress in oral and written
language 3 2 3 3 2
3. Sections are provided for develop¬
ing readiness for each new topic. 3 1 2 3 0 3 2
4, The development of new content ma¬
terial is easy to follow by pupils
and teachers. 3 1 2 3 1 3 2
5. Drill is distributed to insure
maintenance of skills. 3 1 3 3 3 3 2
6. Sufficient practice is provided
for initial mastery of new pro¬
cesses or understandings. 3 1 3 3 3 3 3
7, The practice exercises embrace
real life experiences. 3 1 2 3 0 3 2
8. There is sufficient variety to
insure interests. 3 1 3 3 0 3 2
9. The format of these sections pro¬
videmotivation. 3 1 2 3 1 3 2
10. Supplementary enrichment material
is provided for rapid learners. 3 1 2 3 - 3 2
11. Remedial instructional materials
are provided. 3 1 2 3 - 3 2
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th-em. Our Enq-llsh Language rated "at an excellent level" in
six of the types of activities, and "to a satisfactory degree"
in five of them. English is Our Language rated "at an excel¬
lent level" in one of the types of activities and "to a satis¬
factory degree" in 10 of them. Mastering Your Language rated
"to a satisfactory degree" in 10 of the types of activities
and "to a fair degree" in one of them. English Your Language
rated "to a fair degree" in all of the types of activities.
The Macmillan English Series rated "at an excellent level" in
one of the types of activities, "to a satisfactory degree" in
eight, "to a fair degree" in one and "at an unsatisfactory
level" in one of them. English Grammar and Composition, and
Adventures in English obtained the lowest ratings.
Table 6, page 57, shows the rank order according to the
i^esof.activities found in the 13 selected English textbooks.
This table indicates that five books ranked highest among the
IS books because the quality of the features were "at an ex¬
cellent level." The texts are: Language for Dally Use. English
for Meaning, The New Building Better English, Enjoying English,
and Using Good English. One book. Our English Language, ranked
second because it emphasized six of the features "at an excel¬
lent level." One book. Words and Ideas, ranked third because
it emphasized three of the featuxes "at an excellent level,"
One book, English is Our Language, ranked fourth because it
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Ifl-BLE 6
RANK ORDER ACCORDING TO TIPES OF ACTIVITIES
IN THE 13 SELECTED ENGLISH TEXTBOOKS
Name of the English Textbook Rank Order of Ratings
Language for Daily Use 1
English for Meaning 1
The New Building Better English 1
Enjoying English 1
Using Good English 1
Our English Language 2
Words and Ideas 3
English Is Our Language 4
The Macmillan English Series 5
Mastering Tour Language 6
English Your Language 7
English Grammar and Composition 8
Adventures in English 9
emphasized one of the features "at an excellent level," One
book. The Macmillan English Series, ranked fifth because it
emphasized the other features as forcefully and clearly as
English is Our Language. Two books, English Grammar and Com¬
position, and Adventures in English, obtained the lowest rank
of the 13 textbooks
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Provisions for Secpiential Development
of Major Skills
Througliout the school day children continuously engage
in language activities as they read, study, report, and dis¬
cuss topics in every area of the school curriculum. They also
talk or write to communicate these ideas to their associates,
thus employing the various forms of speech and writing that
are a normal part of everyday living. As they engage in their
daily activities, they put into practice the language learn¬
ings already acquired; and they reveal their needs for further
instruction. Thus, the skills necessary for successful listen¬
ing, speaking, reading and writing should not only be intro¬
duced, developed and maintained sequentially throughout the
text but the language program in general. "Sequential develop¬
ment" in this context refers to (1) the consistent manner in
which the skills learned in the language period may be applied
to other subjects. For example, a history topic may suggest
a dramatization; the solving of a science problem may demand
the use of new skills; or a situation arising in health may
suggest a radio program or an exchange of letters; and (2) the
presentation of the skills in a successive and related manner
to avoid discontinuity in the child's language development.
Therefore, the English textbook serves not only as a basic
textbook, but also a springboard from which other language
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actiyities spiral, and a reference aid to help in the correct
use of language skills and techniques wherever they are
needed.
Figure 1, page 60, presents a graph illustrating the ex¬
tent to which the selected texts provide for sequential de¬
velopment of the major skills. The table reveals that ade¬
quate emphasis was placed on the fundamental English skills
in the following texts; Language for Daily Use.. Our English
Language, Enjoying English, English is Our Language, The New
Building Better English, Using Good English, and English for
Meaning. There were evidences of these skills in the remain¬
ing texts but at varying degrees of emphasis.
The figure further reveals that proper balance between
oral and written language existed ''at an excellent level" in
these texts; Language for Daily Use. Our English Language,
Enjoying English, English is Our Language, The New Building
Better English. Using Good English, and English for Meaning.
Sequential development of the major skills was found
"at an excellent level" in six of the 13 books.
Table 7, page 61, indicates the rank order according to
the sequential development of major skills found in the 13
English textbooks. The table indicates that six books ranked
highest among the 13 textbooks because the sequential develop¬
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texts are; Language for Daily Use, Our English Language, En¬
joying English., The New Building Better English, Using Good
English, and English for Meaning. One book, English is Our
Language, ranked second because it emphasized the sequential
development of the major skills "at an excellent level" in two
TABLE 7
RANK ORDER ACCORDING TO SEQUENTIAL DEVELOPMENT OF
MAJOR SKILLS IN THE 13 SELECTED ENGLISH TEXTBOOKS
Name of the English Textbook Rank Order of Ratings
Language for Daily Use 1
Our English Language 1
Enjoying English 1
The New Building Better English 1
Using Good English 1
English for Meaning 1
English Our Language 2
The Macmillan English Series 3
Words and Ideas 3
Mastering Your Language 3
English Your Language 4
English Grammar and Composition 5
Adventures in English 6
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of the features and "to a satisfactory degree" in one of them.
Three books. The Macmillan English Series, Words and Ideas,
and Mastering Your Language, ranked third because they empha¬
sized the sequential development of the major skills "to a
satisfactory degree." One book, English Your Language, ranked
fourth because it emphasized the features "to a fair degree."
Two books, English Grammar and Composition, and Adventures in
English, obtained the lowest rank.
Opportunities for Children to Express Interests
and Related Experiences
One of the most important factors determining the suit¬
ability and usability of a language textbook is the appeal it
makes to the interests of the children who are expected to
use it. Colorful and attractive illustrations scattered
throughout the text add to the interest of the presentation
and make a direct contribution to learning. The more physical
activity the illustrations demonstrate, the more children
appear to enjoy them. Charts and other diagrams suggesting
related activities are also important materials for motiva¬
tion.
The need for practice exercises which unbrace real-life
experiences is essential to language growth and development.
If, for example, the practice is on the correct forms of a
letter, purpose for such practice is provided by stimulating
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an interest in writing individual letters to be mailed. With
this interest providing motivation for the learning, the child
is in the proper frame of mind to examine the correct form of
a letter and to practice on each part preparatory to writing
his own individual letters.
Figure 2, page 64, shows a profile illustrating the fea¬
tures which relate to the extent to which opportunities for
children to express interests and experiences are indicated in
the 13 selected English textbooks. The data used for construct¬
ing this profile were obtained by using the svimmation of the
ratings on the skills and/or activities which provided oppor¬
tunity for the expression of children's interests and experi¬
ences. The summations were obtained by totaling the ratings
of the 13 selected English textbooks on each of the features
related to opportunities for children to express interests and
related experiences. The summations ranked from a high of
"30" to a low of "27" with only one point difference in each
rating.
The figure further reveals that the pictures, charts,
and guides provided the greatest opportunity for expression of
children's interests and experiences. It reveals that the ma¬
terials were well illustrated. The lowest rating was obtained
on activities which embraced real-life experiences.
Figure 2 also reveals that the majority of the selected
valuable aids to learning real-life
experiences
Figure 2.—Appraisal of features in the English textbooks
which providedopportunities for children to express interests and
related experiences.
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texts provided a -wealth of opportunities for the expression of
children's interests and related experiences.
Table 8 shows the rank order of the 13 English text¬
books according to opportunities for children to express in¬
terests and related experiences. The table indicates that
TABLE 8
EANK ORDER OF THE 13 ENGLISH TEXTBOOKS ACCORDING
TO OPPORTUNITIES FOR CHILDREN TO EXPRESS
INTERESTS AND RELATED EXPERIENCES
Name of the English Textbook Rank Order of Ratings
Language for Daily Use 1
Enjoying English 1
The New Building Better English 1
Using Good English 1
English for Meaning 1
Our English Language 2
English Is Oux Language 2
Words and Ideas 2
The Macmillan English Series 3
Mastering Your Language 4
English Your Language 5
Adventures in English 6
English Grammar and Composition 7
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five books ranked highest among the 13 textbooks because the
features related to the extent to •which opportunities for
children to express interests and experiences were "at an ex¬
cellent level." The texts werei Language for Dally Use. En¬
joying English. The New Building Better English, Using Good
English, and English for Meaning. Three texts. Our English
Language, English is Our Language, and Words and Ideas, ranked
second in that three of the features were "at an excellent
level" and one of the features was "to a satisfactory degree."
One text. The Macmillan English Series, ranked third in that
all features were found "to a satisfactory degree." One book.
Mastering Your Language, ranked fourth, in that three of the
features were found "to a satisfactory degree" and one "to a
fair degree." Three books, English Your Language, Adventures
in English, and English Grammar and Composition, obtained the
lowest rank.
Provisions for Children's Needs
and Experiences
If language work is to have reality for children, it
must be a practical tool that can be applied to their needs
and interests. At the seventh grade level, pupils are be¬
coming increasingly conscious of the social graces; they "want
to know the right thing to say and do. They are interested in
conducting their clubs, in writing good notes and business
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letters, in lively stories and in explaining how to do some¬
thing. Getting along with peers, as well as with adults are
important at this level. Therefore, interesting materials
emphasizing the development of social competence are essential.
A child cannot do his own thinking, grasp the written or
spoken thoughts and ideas of others, or communicate his own
thoughts without an adequate vocabulary. Thus, a program
adapted to the grade level is essential for vocabulary develop¬
ment.
In any seventh grade class there is a wide range of in¬
terests, abilities, and needs. A few pupils will have mastered
the technicalities of oral and written expression so well that
they speak and write easily, effectively, and for the most part
correctly. Some will find it difficult to express themselves
and will make many errors in both oral and written English.
Most pupils will fall somewhere between these two groups, each
with his own pattern of interests, strengths, and weaknesses.
It calls for definite steps to adjust instruction to individual
differences. These steps may be considered in this manner:
(1) The selection of materials which would arouse the interest
of all pupils. (2) The presentation of new material in a
manner in which pupils as well as teachers are able to follow
with ease. (3) Devising a plan by which strengths and weak¬
nesses may be recognized and evaluated.
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Table 9, page 69, reveals the ratings and smnmations
relating to the extent to -which provisions for children's
needs and experiences are met in the seventh grade. The data
rated from "3" representing "at an excellent level" to a dash
(-) representing "no evidence."
The table indicates that six texts met the needs and
interests of seventh grade pupils at the highest level. They
are: Language for Dally Use, Our English Language, Enjoying
English, The New Building Better English, Using Good English,
and English for Meaning. Each of these texts received a total
of 18 points. English is Our Language received a total of 15
points. Words and Ideas rated third with a total of 13 points.
Two books rated very low in meeting the needs and interests of
seventh grade pupils. They are; Adventures in English, and
English Grammar and Composition.
Table 10, page 70, shows the rank order of "the 13 English
textbooks according to provisions for children's needs and ex¬
periences. The table shows that six texts ranked "at an excel¬
lent level" in meeting the needs and interests of seventh grade
pupils. The texts are; Language for Dally Use, Our English
Language, Enjoying English, The New Building Better English,
Using Good English, and English for Meaning. One text, English
is Our Language, ranked second in that three features rated
"at an excellent level" and three features rated "to a
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TABLE 9
APPRAISAL OF FEATURES IN THE ENGLISH TEXTBOOKS WHICH
PROVIDED FOR CHILDREN'S NEEDS AND EXPERIENCES
Features Considered in
the English Textbooks Languagefor DailyUse TheMacmillan EnglishSeries OurEnglish Language Adventures inEnglish Enjoying English Englishis OurLang age TheNew BuildingBetter English EnglishYour Language Wordsand Ideas UsingGood English English Grammarnd Composition Englishfor Meaning Mastering Your- Language
1« The material emphasizes the
development of social
competence. 3 2 3 0 3 3 3 2 2 3 0 3 2
2. The vocabulary and sentence
structure are well adapted
to the grade level. 3 2 3 0 3 3 3 1 2 3 2 3 2
3. Children are able to check
their own weaknesses. 3 2 3 1 3 2 3 1 2 3 0 3 2
4. There is a convenient plan for
checking pupil achievement 3 2 3 1 3 3 3 1 3 3 M 3 1
5. The development of new content
material is easy to follow by
pupils and teachers. 3 2 3 0 3 2 3 1 2 3 1 3 2
6. It appears that the materials
would arouse the interest of
children. 3 2 3 0 3 2 3 1 2 3 1 3 2
Totals 18 12 18 2 18 15 18 7 13 18 4 18 11
Code: 0 - means "at an unsatisfactory level"
1 - means "to a fair degree"
2 - means "to a satisfactory degree"
3 - means "at an excellent level"
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TABLE 10
RANK ORDER OF THE 13 ENGLISH TEXTBOOKS
ACCORDING TO PROVISIONS FOR CHILDREN'S
NEEDS AND EXPERIENCES
Name of English Textbook Rank Order of Ratings
Language for Daily Use 1
Our English Language 1
Enjoying English 1
The New Building Better English 1
Using Good English 1
English for Meaning 1
English is Our Language 2
Words and Ideas 3
The Macmillan English Series 4
Mastering Your Language 5
English Your Language 6
English Grammar and Composition 7
Adventures in English 8
satisfactory degree. One text. Words and Ideas, ranked third
in that one feature rated "at an excellent level" and the re¬
maining five rated "to a satisfactory degree." One book. The
Macmillan English Series, ranked fourth in that all features
rated "to a satisfactory degree," One book. Mastering Your
Language, ranked fifth in that five of the features rated "to
a satisfactory degree" and one of the features "to a fair de¬
gree." The remaining three texts, English Your Language.
English Grammar and Composition, and Adventures in English,
obtained the lowest rank of the 13 English textbooks.
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Comparison of Findings in
Terms of Criteria
In order to completely fulfill the purposes of the pro¬
jected content analysis, the 13 English textbooks were ana¬
lyzed and compared according to certain criteria. See pages
14 and 15 in the content of the thesis for the s\immary of the
criteria.
The comparison of findings according to criteria reveal¬
ed five of the 13 English textbooks met all of them at a con¬
sistently high level in the degree of emphasis. The texts
arei Language for Dally Use, Enjoying English, The New Build¬
ing Better English, Using Good English, and English for Mean¬
ing, Six of the texts emphasized a large percentage of the
criteria but at varying degrees of emphasis. They are: Our
English Language, English is Our Language, Words and Ideas,
The Macmillan English Series, Mastering Your Language, and
English Your Language. Two of the texts emphasized the
criteria to a limited degree. The texts are: English Grammar
and Composition, and Adventures in English.
From the comparison of these findings with certain cri¬
teria, it appeared that the authors and ptiblishers were in
agreement as to what should or should not be included in the
seventh grade English textbooks. The statements included in




Background and Basic Deslcm of the Study
In a rapidly changing society, the content of expression
has become increasingly significant and complicated. This age
of electronics, of swift modes of transportation and communi¬
cation, and of new understandings about people and about learn¬
ings has created some basic problems relating to the instruc¬
tional program in the schools. There is a greater need to use
the tools of language, spelling, and handwriting with in¬
creased effectiyeness.
Language plays an important role not only in learning
but in all aspects of the school program. Ability in language
is commonly recognized as an effectiye measuxe of general
achdeyement in the elementary school. This ability is re¬
flected in accomplishments in other areas such as the content
subjects. The child who cannot use language to comprehend
meaning or to express understandings is handicapped in his com¬
munication in the social studies and science area. The child
who is hesitant in his expression of ideas through language
finds his energies diyerted eyen in computation or in mechanical
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processes such, as handwriting. Therefore, children should be
provided with many experiences in which they may gain pro¬
ficiency in oral expression. These experiences serve to stim¬
ulate interest in writing and to provide a foiindation for the
written language program.
The problem involved in this study was to analyze, ac¬
cording to certain criteria, some selected tex;tbooks for the
teaching of the English language at the seventh grade level
and to determine the extent to which these books emphasized
basic language skills and activities considered fundamental to
effective communication.
The major purposes of this investigation were to examine
and analyze 13 seventh grade English textbooks in terms oft
a. physical characteristics
b. major skills emphasized
c. types of suggested activities
d» the extent to which the selected texts provided
for sequential development of the major skills
e. the extent to which the skills and activities pro¬
vided opport'unities for expression of children's
interests and experiences
f. the extent to which the skills and activities met
the needs and interests of seventh grade pupils.
The findings were analyzed in terms of certain criteria.
The central locale of this study was in the setting of
the Trevor Arnett Library, Atlanta University, the Public
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Library in th.e City of Atlanta, and the home of the writer,
Atlanta, Georgia.
The Descriptive Survey Method of Research, employing the
specific technique of content analysis of the selected text¬
books was used to gather the necessary data to fulfill the
purposes of this research.
The materials used were gathered from the following
sources:
1. Textbooks of a professional nature
2. Articles, magazines, and periodicals
3. Textbooks from educational publishing agencies
4. Curriculum guides
5. Set of criteria designed to evaluate the selected
textbooks.
The procedures used in conducting this research werei
1. Literature related to the study was reviewed and
presented in a summarized form.
2. Criteria were formulated for selecting the English
textbooks.
3. The texts were described in terms of physical char¬
acteristics and content material.
4. The materials were read, organized, and classified.
5. Findings, conclusions, implications, and recommenda¬
tions were made and included in the final thesis copy
which wouTd be helpful to elementary teachers in
selecting textbooks.
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Summary of Related Literature
The review of related literattire made distinct contribu¬
tions to the study. The literature revealed that:
1. The technique of content analysis has grown very
rapidly in recent years.
2. Content analysis applies mostly to the characteris¬
tics of content, form, producers of content, audience
of content, and effect of control.
3. The home, school, and community are dorminant factors
in the pupil's level of language usage.
4. Direct experiences aid in the mastery of language
skills and in dealing with problems in communication.
5. Language is much more than mere rules.
6. A major responsibility of the classroom teacher is to
provide enriching and enlightening experiences which
will enable the child to speak and to write.
Summary of Basic Finding's
The significant findings as revealed in the content of
this thesis are as follows:
1, Seven of the texts contained all of the features re¬
lated to the physical characteristics. They were:
Language for Daily Use, Enjoying English, English is
Our Language, The New Building Better English, Words
and Ideas, Using Good English, and English for Mean¬
ing. Some of the features fotind were: (1) suit¬
ability in size; (2) attractive covers; (3) durable
bindings; (4) appropriate color and quality of
paper; (5) colorful and attractive illustrations;
and (6) suitability of general typographical appear¬
ance of the textbooks. The remaining six showed
''no clear evidence" of some of these features. They
were: The Macmillan English Series, Our English Lan¬
guage, English Your Language, Mastering Your Language.
Adventures in English, and English Grammar and Com¬
position.
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2. According to major skills emphasized in the 13
English textbooks, six rated "at an excellent level."
They were: Language for Dally Use, Our English Lan¬
guage, Enjoying English, The New Building Better
English, Using Good English, and English for-Meaning.
Some of the skills found in the oral and written lan¬
guage situations were: (1) giving and writing re¬
ports; (2) giving and writing stories, plays, short
talks and poems; (3) understanding and using variety
in sentence structure; (4) correct word forms, (5)
giving and writing invitations, annotincements, let¬
ters, and directions; and (6) making programs, intro¬
ductions and interviews. The remaining seven texts
contained the major skills but they were emphasized
at varying degrees. An example of this variation
was noted in the text English is Our Language. It
received "an excellent" rating in three of the fea¬
t-ores emphasized and a "satisfactory" rating in the
remaining ones.
3. The types of activities found to stimulate children
to speak, and write effectively were: (1) giving and
writing announcements, directions, explanations,
messages, reports, stories, jokes, riddles, and
poems; (2) preparing assembly talks; (3) cl-ub meet¬
ing activities; (4) letter writing and notes; and
(5) preparing -tape recordings. Eive of the 13 texts
ranked highest because the quality of the features
was "at an excellent level." They were; Language for
Dally Use. English for Meaning. The New Building
Better English. Enjoying English, and Using Good
English. Eight books emphasized the features but at
varying degrees. Evidence of this variation was seen
in the text English Grammar and Composition. This
text rated "at an excellent level" in two of the fea¬
tures, "to a fair degree" in two of the features,
"at an unsatisfactory level" in foux of the features,
and "no evidence" in three of the features.
4. The featuxes relating to the extent to which the
texts provided for sequential development of the
major skills were "at an excellent level" in six of
the 13 textbooks. They were: Language for Daily Use.
Our English Language. Enjoying English. The hew
Building Better English. Using Good English, and
English for Meaning. The remaining texts showed
evidence of these features but at varying degrees of
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emphasis. Evidence of this variation was seen in the
text English is Our Lanqiiaq-e. The text rated "at an
excellent level" in two of the features and "to a
satisfactory degree" in one of them. English Grammar
and Composition, and Adventures in English received
the lowest ratings.
5. The features relating to the extent to which oppor¬
tunities for children to express interests and re¬
lated experiences were "at an excellent level" in
five of the 13 textbooks. The features were: (1) well
illustrated pictures; (2) pictuxes, charts, and guides
served as valuable aids to learning; and (3) practice
exercises embraced real-life experiences. The texts
were! Language for Daily Use, Enjoying English, The
New Building Better English, Using Good English, and
English for Meaning. The remaining eight showed
these variations in ratings; English Your Language
rated "fair" in all of the features; Otit English Lan¬
guage, Words and Ideas, and English Our Language re¬
ceived an "excellent" rating in all features except
one; The Macmillan English Series received a "satis¬
factory" rating; Mastering Your Language received a
"satisfactory" rating in all features except one.
Adventures in English, and English Grammar and Com¬
position received the lowest ratings.
6. The features relating to the extent to which the
skills and activities met the needs and interests of
seventh grade pupils were "at an excellent level" in
six of the 13 textbooks. The texts emphasized the
development of social competence, adapted the vocabu¬
lary and sentence structure according to the grade
level, and provided a convenient plan for the pupils
to check their own achievement. The texts were:
Language for Dally Use, Our English Language, Enjoy-
ing English, The New Building Better English. Using
Good English, and English for Meaning. The remaining
seven texts showed evidences of the features at vary¬
ing degrees of emphasis. Evidence of this variation
was found in the text English Grammar and Composition.
The text received a "satisfactory" rating in two fea¬
tures, an "unsatisfactory" rating in two features,
and "no evidence" for one feature.
7. A comparison of the findings of the 13 English text¬
books according to criteria revealed that five of the
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texts rated consistently high in the degree of em¬
phasis placed on: (a) appeal to the interests of
children; (b) use of motivating devices, procedures
and illustrations; (c) style of presentation; (d)
the subject matter suited to the interests, needs
and abilities of pupils; (e) the development and ex¬
tension of the major skills; (f) the use of practice
and drill materials; and (g) varied and realistic
language esperiences. The texts were: Language for
Daily Use, Enjoying English, The New Building Better
English, Using Good English, and English for Meaning.
Two texts rated consistently low in the degree of em¬
phasis placed on: (a) certain features pertaining to
the physical characteristics; (b) varied types of
activities; and (c) the extent to which provisions
were made for children to express themselves ade¬
quately and effectively. The texts were: Adventures
in English, and English Grammar and Composition. The
findings further showed that considerable emphasis
was placed on the statements included in the criteria
in the majority of the 13 English textbooks; but at
varying degrees. It was noted however, that greater
emphasis appeared to be placed on the development of
oral and written expression and on the amount of ex¬
ercises devoted to practice and drill materials used
in developing and extending the skills.
Conclusions
The conclusions of this study were specific answers to
the purposes of this study. These conclusions were based upon
the data collected and interpreted in the present study.
1. The 13 English textbooks studied gave evidence that
authors and publishers placed considerable emphasis
on the attractiveness and utility of format, use of
color to facilitate instructional procedures, typo¬
graphical signals designed to encourage students'
independence, and striking variations in use of il¬
lustrations. Although the findings showed that these
features were not present in all 13 texts, they were
sufficiently prevalent to represent definite trends
in these areas of format and typography.
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2. In accounting for major skills, the writer noted that
in development of major skills of listening, oral and
written expression, and reading, the texts differed
in extent and emphasis. Less than half were rated as
consistently "excellent," and the otheis ranged from
this level down to the point of "no clear evidence."
Of all the skills, however, it appeared that the
greater emphasis was given to the skills of oral and
written expression, while less was accorded the
specific development of listening and reading.
3. With respect to types of activities designed to stim¬
ulate effective oral and written expression, the texts
were strikingly varied in extent of provisions. Only
five were appraised as consistently "excellent" in
range and quality of suggested activities. The others
ranged from "excellent" to "no clear evidence," but in
general the modal point of appraisal was at a "satis¬
factory" level. Of all the general types of activi¬
ties described, letter writing, giving and writing re¬
ports, announcements, directions, stories and ex¬
planations seemed to be common throughout the texts
and poetry and other forms of creative expression
less often included.
4. Sequential development of major skills was determined
through direct statements in the manuals accompanying
the texts and such activities as readiness for new
activities, sufficient practice for initial mastery
of new processes or understandings, and opportunities
for maintenance of skills. The extent of these state¬
ments and activities ran the gamut of ratings. At
least half of the texts were rated as "excellent,"
while the remaining ones ranged from the highest level
to "no clear evidence." In this phase of the appraisal
it was difficult to identify a modal trend.
5. The extent of opportunities for expression of interests
and engagement in related experiences was found to
vary markedly throughout the content analysis. In
less than half of the texts there was a consistently
"excellent" rating, while the remaining texts main¬
tained a modal trend of "satisfactory" provisions.
Only a few texts had lower ratings in this respect of
the evaluation.
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6. The extent to which the texts were appraised as meet¬
ing the needs of seventh grade pupils followed the
prevailing pattern of half at "au excellent level"
and the remaining ones varying along the scale used
for rating. Herein the writer noted a somewhat wider
range in quality than in the other features, but was
able to identify a modal rating of "satisfactory"
among the latter group.
7. From the comparison of these findings with certain
criteria enumerated in the content of the thesis, it
was concluded that the authors and ptiblishers ap¬
peared to have been in agreement as to what should or
should not be included in the seventh grade English
textbooks. The statements included in the criteria
were in evidence in the texts at varying degrees.
Five of the 13 textbooks rated consistently at a'high"
level in the degree of emphasis, while two of, them
remained at a "low" level. The remaining texts ranged
from the highest level in certain aspects of the
criteria to "no clear evidence,"
Implications
The findings and conclusions of this study suggested
certain implications. The statements that follow present them.
1. The authors and publishers of the 13 English text¬
books examined placed considerable emphasis on the
physical and mechanical features of the texts. This
should imply that in order to arouse and maintain the
interest of children, the instructional materials
used should appeal to their needs and interests.
2. Considerable emphasis was placed on the development
of oral and written skills and types of activities
related to the development of these skills. This
should signify that in order for children to grow and
develop in the English language effectively, the de¬
velopment of the listening and reading skills should
be considered comparable with those of oral and
written expression. Adequate emphasis should be
given to all phases of language development.
3. Opportunities were provided for children to express
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their interests and experiences in the selected text¬
books. This should denote that when children are
given opportunities to talk freely about problems,
interests and experiences, individual needs and dif¬
ferences may be easily recognized.
4. The 13 textbooks generally appeared to have met the
needs of seventh grade pupils. This should imply
that those who are responsible for securing and pre¬
senting instructional materials for children would
give careful consideration to the fact that the
basic principles of learning may apply to the field
of language. With due consideration given to the
psychology of learning in formulating plans, chil¬
dren's needs may be adequately met.
Recommendations
The findings, conclusions and implications which stemmed
from this research would appear to warrant the following ree-
omm endations:
1. That teachers and other professional personnel who
may be called upon to serve on a textbook selection
committee for seventh grade English texts consider
these major factors which may determine the quality
of the selected books: (a) the physical and mechani¬
cal features of the textbooks; (b) the major skills
emphasized; (c) the types of activities used; (d)
the extent to which sequential development of the
major skills is maintained; (e) the extent to which
opportunities are provided for seventh grade children
to express themselves; (f) the extent to which the
needs, interests and ^lbilities of seventh grade chil¬
dren are met.
2. That critical examination and evaluation of English
textbooks for the seventh grade should be guided by
carefully fozmulated statements setting forth the
factors of quality expected of the texts in the field.
3. That due consideration should be given to the use of
the score card method in selecting and evaluating
seventh grade English textbooks.
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4. That teachers and other professional personnel who
may select and evaluate English textbooks for the
seventh grade consider these five texts listed be¬
low because of the consistently "excellent" ratings
received in this study. The texts arei Language for
Daily Use, Enjoying English. The New Building Better





The following list includes 13 English textbooks ap¬
proved by the State of Georgia for the seventh grade level at
the time of this study. The books used in this research were
taken from this list.
Publisher and Location1.The Macmillan Company
New York
2. World Book Company
New York
3. American Book Company
New York
4. Allyn and Bacon, Inc.
Boston
5. L. ¥. Singer Company
Chicago
6. D. C. Heath and Company
Boston
7- Harper and Row
Illinois
8, Allyn and Bacon, Inc.
Boston
Book
The Macmillan English Series
Thomas Clark Pollock and
Robert W. Rounds
Second Revised Edition, 1963
Mary C. Foley, et al., 1959
Matilda Bailey and Lalla
Walker, 1956
David Sinclair Burleson and
Christine Burleson, 1952
Enjoying English
Don M. Wolfe and Lela T.
Hamilton
Fourth Edition, 1961
The New Building Better
English Your Language
Josephine B. Wolfe, Adele J.
Wright and Nicholas McDonald,
1964
Language for Dally Use
Our English Language
Adventures in English
Harry A. Greene, et al,
Fourth Edition, 1965
English is Our Language













Thomas Clark Pollock and
Robert ¥. Rounds, 1960
English Grammar and Composition
John E. Warriner, John H.
Treanor and Norman H. Naas,
1959
Using Good English
Harold G. Shane, et al., 1964
English for Meaning
PauJ McKee, John E, Blossom
and Jewel Watson, 1960
Paul McKee, et al., 1951
Mastering Your Language
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Instructions - The score card is divided into two parts, and
directions precede each of these sections.
Part I
Directions; Place an "x" in the column opposite each of the
items in order to indicate the presence or ab¬
sence of a given feature within the English text¬
book.
Place the check in the column designated 'Tes" if
the feature is obviously present.
Place the check in the column designated "No" if












Is the cover of the book attractive?
Does the book have a durable binding?
Are the pages uncrowded and well de¬
signed for ease of teaching?
Is the print easy to read?
Is the type size adapted to grade level?
Are the quality and texture of the
paper good?
Is the book easy to carry, handle, and
shelve?
Is there a statement of philosophy in
a preface?
Are the pictures, charts, directions





10. Are tlie illustrations well done and
suitable to the grade placement?
11. Are the illustrations an integral part
of the teaching program?
12. Is the presentation of new material
clear and understandable?
13. Are special sections or materials pro¬
vided for practice of skills?
14. Axe diagnostic tests provided to dis¬
cover specific weaknesses?
15. Does the book have a well organized
index?
16. Is there a helpful manual provided for
the teacher?





Directions: Eate each item in Part II on a scale of from 3-0,
with "3" representing the highest rank. The rel¬
ative quality of special features within the
English textbook is indicated according to this
code:
"3" means "At an excellent level"
"2" means "To a satisfactory degree"
"1" means "To a fair degree"
"0" means "At an unsatisfactory level"
A dash (-) means "No evidence"
Opposite each item place an "x" in the column
which most nearly describes your evaluation of
the feature. If there is "no evidence," place a
dash in the last column.
Eating
3 2 1 0 -
A. Authorship and Point of View
1. The author is competent to




3 2 1 0 -
2. The philosophy is clearly and
consistently demonstrated in
the general presentation of the
content and accompanyingmanuals,
practice books, etc.
3. The teaching approach or method
is easily identifiable.
4. The teaching method emphasizes
quality and motivation.
B. Content
1. It appears that the materials
would arouse the interest of
children,
2. There is adequate emphasis on
the fundamental English skills.
3. The stories, poems, and chil¬
dren's literature are appro¬
priate in quality and variety.
4. There are provisions for
measuring progress in oral and
written language,
5. There is proper balance between
oral and written language.
6. The vocabulary and sentence
structure are well adapted to
the grade level.
7. The material emphasizes the
development of social compe¬
tence.
C. Presentation of New Material
1. Sections are provided for de¬
veloping readiness for each
new topic,
2. Skills are developed in life-
related situations with pro¬
visions for purposeful
practice exercises.
3. The development of new content




3 2 1 0 mm
D. Practice and Drill Material
1. Drill is distributed to in¬
sure maintenance of skills.
2. Sufficient practice is pro¬
vided for initial mastery of
new processes or under¬
standings .
3. The practice exercises em¬
brace real-life experiences.
4. There is sufficient variety
to insure interests.
5. The format of these sections
provide motivation.
E. Provisions for Individual
Differences
1. Supplementary enrichment ma¬
terial is provided for rapid
learners,
2. Remedial instructional ma¬
terials are provided.
3. Children are able to check
their own weaknesses.
P. Teaching Aids
1. The material is well illus¬
trated,
2. The pictures, charts, and
guides offer valuable aids.
3. The pictures make a direct
contribution to learning.
4. There is a convenient plan
for checking pupil achieve¬
ment.
A SUMMARY RATING OF INDIVIDUAL FACTORS USED IN
SELECTING SEVENTH GRADE ENGLISH TEXTBOOKS
Directions I Place an "X* in the column opposite each of the items in order to indicate
the presence or absence of a giren feature within the English textbook.
Place the check in the column designated *Tes" if the feature is obviously
present. Place the check in the coltimn designated "No" if there is no
















b* OurEnglish Language Adventuresi English Enjoying English
Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No
1. Is the cover of the book
attractive? X X X X X
2. Does the book have a durable
binding? X X X X X
3. Are the pages uncrowded and well
designed for ease of teaching? X X X X X
4. Is the print easy to read? X X X X
5. Is the type size adapted to grade
level? X X X X X
6. Are the quality and texture of
the paper good? X X X X X
. 7. Has the material been checked
with classroom teachers? X X X X X
8. Is the book easy to carry.

































































9. Is there a statement of philos¬
ophy in a preface?
10. Are the pictures, charts, direc¬
tions and other guides attrac¬
tive and well placed?
11. Are the illustrations well done
and suitable to the grade place¬
ment?
12. Are the illustrations an inte¬
gral part of the teaching pro¬
gram?
13. Is the presentation of new ma¬
terial clear and. understandable?
14. Are special sections or ma¬
terials provided for practice
of skills?
15. Are diagnostic tests provided to
discover specific weaknesses?
16. Does the book have a well or¬
ganized index?
17. Is there a helpful manual pro¬




















































EnglishOur <Db>Id■A Ih.eNew Building Better English EnglishYour Language tjId«Ti Ideas UsingGood English
Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No
1. Is the coyer of the book at-
tractive? X X X X X
2. Does the book have a durable
binding? X X X X X
3. Are the pages uncrowded and well
designed for ease of teaching? X X X X X
4. Is the print easy to read? X X X X X
5. Is the type size adapted to grade
level? X X X X X
6. Are the qfuality and texture of
the paper good? X X X X X
7. Has the material been checked
with classroom teachers? X X X X X
8. Is the book easy to carry.
handle and shelve? X X X X X
9. Is there a statement of philos-
ophy in a preface? X X X X X
10. Are the pictures, charts, di-
rections and other guides at-












Are the illustrations well done
and suitable to the grade place¬
ment?
Are the illustrations an inte¬
gral part of the teaching pro¬
gram?
Is the presentation of new ma¬
terial clear and understandable?
Are special sections or ma¬
terials provided for practice
of skills?
Are diagnostic tests provided
to discover specific weaknesses?
Does the book have a well or¬
ganized index?
Is there a helpful manual pro¬











IheNew Building Better English EnglishYour Language Wordsand Ideas UsingGood English
Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No
X X X X
X X X X
X X X X
X X X X
X X X X
X X X X
X X X X





Yes No Yes No Yes No
1. Is the coyer of the book attractive? X X X
2. Does the book have a durable binding?
3. Are the pages uncrowded and well design-
X X X
ed for ease of teaching X X X
4. Is the print easy to read? X X X
5. Is the type size adapted to grade level?
6. Are the quality and texture of the paper
X X X
good? X X X
7. Has the material been checked with class-
room teachers? X X X
8. Is the book easy to carry, handle and
shelve? X X X
9. Is there a statement of philosophy in
a preface? X X X
10. Are the pictures, charts, directions and
other guides attractive and well placed? X X X
11. Are the illustrations well done and
suitable to the grade placement? X X X
12. Are the illustrations an integral part
of the teaching program? X X X
13. Is the presentation of new material clear
and understandable? X X X
14. Are special sections or materials pro-
vided for practice or skills? X X X
15. Are diagnostic tests provided to dis-
cover specific weaknesses? X X 4 X
16. Does the book have a well organized index?
17. Is there a helpful manual provided for
X X X
the teacher? X X 1 X
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Directions: Rate each, item on a scale of from., 3-0, with. "'3" representing the highest rank. The relative
quality of special features within the English textbook is indicated according to this code:
*3" means ''At an excellent leyel*
"2" means "To a satisfactory degree"
"1" means "To a fair degree"
"0" means "At an unsatisfactory level"
A dash (-) means "No evidence"
Opposite each item place an "X" in the column which most nearly describes your evaluation of





















AUTHORSHIP AND POINT OF VIEW
The author is competent to write
3 2 1 0 ■- 3 2 1 0 3 2 1 0 3 2 1 0 - 3
- - X M Xthat which he has written.
The philosophy is clearly and con-
sistently demonstrated in the gen¬
eral presentation of the content
and accompanying manuals, practice
books, etc. X X
The teaching approach or method is
easily identifiable.
The teaching method emphasizes
X X X X X
quality and motivation. X X X X X
CONTENT
It appears that the material would
arouse the interest of children. X X X X X
There is adequate emphasis on the
fundamental English skills.
The stories, poems, and children's
X X X X X
literature are appropriate in
quality and variety. X X X X X
There are provisions for measuring
progress in oral and written language. X X X X X
There is proper balance between
oral and written language.
The vocabulary and sentence struc¬
ture are well adapted to the grade
X X X X X
level.
The material emphasizes the de-
X X X X X




Special Features Language for
The Macmillan Our English Adventures
Dai] .v Use Encrlish Series Lanouacr® in English
PRESENTATION OF NEW MATERIAL
0 - 3 u - u - 0 - 3
Sections are proyided for develop¬
ing readiness for each new topic.
Skills are developed in life-related
X X X X X
situations with provisions for pur¬
poseful practice exercises. X X X X X
The development of new content ma¬
terial is easy to follow by pupils
and teachers. X X X X X
PRACTICE AND DRILL MATERIAL
Drill is distributed to insure
maintenance of skills. X X X X X
Sufficient practice is provided for
initial mastery of new processes or
understandings. X X X X X
The practice exercises unbrace real
life experiences.
There is sufficient variety to in-
X X X X X
sure interests. X X X X X
The format of these sections provide
motivation. X X X X X
PROVISIONS FOR INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES
Supplementary enrichment material is
provided for rapid learners. X X X X
Remedial instructional materials are
provided. X X X X X
Children are able to check their own
weaknesses. X X X X X
TEACHING AIDS
The material is well illustrated. X X X X X
The pictures, charts, and guides
offer valuable aids. X X X X X
The pictures make a direct contri¬
bution to learning. X X X X X
There is a convenient plan for check¬




























Special Features English Our
Ihe NewBuilding English Your Words and Using Good
Language Better English Language Ideas English
AUTHORSHIP AND POINT OF VIEW 3 2 1 0 - 3 2 1 0 - 3 2 1 0 - 3 2 1 0 - 3 2 1 0 -
The author is competent to write
that which he has written. X
The philosophy is clearly and con¬
sistently demonstrated in the gen¬
eral presentation of the content and
accompanying manxials, practice
books, etc.
The teaching approach or method is
X . .
easily identifiable.
The teaching method emphasizes
X X X X X
quality and motivation. X X X X X
CONTENT
It appears that the materials would
arouse the interest of children. X X X X X
There is adequate emphasis on the
fundamental English skills.
The stories, poems, and children's
X X X X X
literature are appropriate in
quality and variety. X X X X X
There are provisions for measuring
progress in oral and written language. X X X X X
There is proper balance between oral
and written language. X X X X X
The vocabulary and sentence-struc¬
ture are well adapted to the grade
level. X X X X X
The material emphasizes the de¬
velopment of social competence. X X X X X
PRESENTATION OF NEW MATERIAL
Sections are provided for develop¬
ing readiness for each new topic.
Skills are developed in life-related
X X X X X
situations with provisions for pur¬
poseful practice exercises. X X X X X
The development of new content ma¬
terial is easy to follow by pupils
and teachers. X X X X X
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Special Features
English Our Bn.e NewBuilding English Your Words and Using Good
Language Better English Language Ideas English
3 2 1 0 - 3 2 1 0 - 3 2 1 0 - 3 2 1 0 - 3 2 1 0
PRACTICE AND DRILL MATERIAL
Drill is distributed to insure
maintenance of skills. X X X X X
Sufficient practice is provided for
initial mastery of new processes or
understandings.
The practice exercises embrace real-
X X X X X
life experiences.
There is sufficient variety to in-
X X X X X
sure interests.
The format of these sections provide
X X X X X
motivation. X X X X X
PROVISIONS FOR INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES
Supplementary enrichment material is
provided for rapid learners. X X X X X
Remedial instructional materials are
provided. X X X X X
Children are able to check their own
weaknesses. X X X X X
TEACHING AIDS
The material is well illustrated.
The pictures, charts, and guides
X X X X X
offer valuable aids.
The pictures make a direct con-
X X X X X
tribution to learning.
There is a convenient plan for
X X X X X







Special Features English Grammar English for Mastering Yourand Composition Meaning Language
AUTHORSHIP AND POINT OF VIEW 3 2 1 0
- 3 2 1 0 - 3 2 1 0 -
I. The author is competent to write
that which he has written. X X -
2. The philosophy is clearly and con-
sistently demonstrated in the gener¬
al presentation of the content and
accompanying manuals, practice books,
etc. X
3. The teaching approach or method is
easily identifiable.
4. The teaching method emphasizes
X X X
quality and motiyation. X X X
CONTENT
1. It appears that the materials would
arouse the interest of children. X X X
2. There is adequate emphasis on the
fundamental English skills.
3. The stories, poems, and children's
X X X
literature are appropriate in
quality and variety. X X X
4. There are provisions for measuring
progress in oral and written language.
5. There is proper balance between oral
- X X
and written language. X X X
6. The vocabulary and sentence structure
are well adapted to the grade level.
7. The material emphasizes the develop-
X X X








PRESENTATION OF NEW MATERIAL
1. Sections are provided for develop¬
ing readiness for each, new topic.
2. Skills are developed in life-
related situations with, provisions
for purposeful practice exercises.
3. The development of new content ma¬
terial is easy to follow by pupils
and teachers.
PRACTICE AND DRILL MATERIAL
1. Drill is distributed to insure
maintenance of skills.
2. Sufficient practice is provided
for initial mastery of new pro¬
cesses or understandings.
3. The practice exercises embrace
real-life experiences.
4. There is sufficient variety to in¬
sure interests.
5. The foimat of these sections pro¬
vide motivation.
PROVISIONS FOR INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES
1. Supplementary enrichment material is
provided for rapid learners.








































3 2 1 0 - 3 2 1 0 - 3 2 1 0 -
PROVISIONS FOR INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES
3. Children are able to check their
own weaknesses.
TEACHING AIDS
1. The material is well illustrated.
2. The pictures, charts, and guides
offer valuable aids.
3. The pictures make a direct contri¬
bution to learning.
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